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assignment english meaning cambridge dictionary May 18 2024
the process of giving a particular job or piece of work to someone or of sending someone to a chosen place to do a job assignment of the
various tasks fewer examples it was a jammy assignment more of a holiday really he took this award winning photograph while on
assignment in the middle east

assignment definition meaning merriam webster Apr 17 2024
1 the act of assigning something the assignment of a task 2 a a position post or office to which one is assigned her assignment was to the
embassy in india b a specified task or amount of work assigned or undertaken as if assigned by authority a homework assignment 3 law
the transfer of property

understanding assignments the writing center university Mar 16 2024
this handout will help you unravel your assignment and begin to craft an effective response much of the following advice will involve
translating typical assignment terms and practices into meaningful clues to the type of writing your instructor expects see our short video
for more tips

assignation vs assignment which should you use in writing Feb 15 2024
use assignment when discussing a specific task or project given to an individual for example the teacher handed out a challenging
assignment to the students when referring to the transfer of rights or property assignment is appropriate

assignment definition meaning dictionary com Jan 14 2024
assignment definition something assigned as a particular task or duty see examples of assignment used in a sentence

assignment noun definition pictures pronunciation and Dec 13 2023
noun əˈsaɪnmənt countable a task or piece of work that somebody is given to do usually as part of their job or studies students are
required to complete all homework assignments you will need to complete three written assignments per semester a business special
assignment i had set myself a tough assignment

assignment definition and meaning collins english dictionary Nov 12 2023
noun 1 something assigned as a particular task or duty she completed the assignment and went on to other jobs 2 a position of
responsibility post of duty or the like to which one is appointed he left for his assignment in the middle east 3 an act of assigning
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assignment meaning of assignment in longman dictionary of Oct 11 2023
from longman business dictionary as sign ment əˈsaɪnmənt noun 1 countable a piece of work that someone is given my assignment was to
save the company whatever it took 2 uncountable when someone is given a particular job or task or sent to work in a particular place or
for a particular person with the agreement gm got more

assignment wordreference com dictionary of english Sep 10 2023
something assigned the homework assignments a position to which one is appointed an assignment as ambassador to france as sign ment
ə sīn mənt n something assigned as a particular task or duty she completed the assignment and went on to other jobs

assignment synonyms 97 similar and opposite words merriam Aug 09 2023
synonyms for assignment task job duty project mission chore responsibility function antonyms of assignment dismissal discharge firing
expulsion rejection removal dismission deposition

assignment definition in american english collins english Jul 08 2023
noun 1 something assigned as a particular task or duty she completed the assignment and went on to other jobs 2 a position of
responsibility post of duty or the like to which one is appointed he left for his assignment in the middle east 3 an act of assigning
appointment

assignment definition of assignment by the free dictionary Jun 07 2023
1 something that has been assigned such as a mission or task 2 a position or post to which a person is assigned 3 the act of assigning or
state of being assigned 4 law law a the transfer to another of a right interest or title to property esp personal property assignment of a
lease

what does assignation or assignment mean definition examples May 06 2023
an assignment is a task given to a specific person or group to complete it can also mean the act of assigning in some legal fields it can
refer to the transferring of ownership of property an assignation is the act of assigning or the actual assignment
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how do i create meaningful and effective assignments Apr 05 2023
determining your goals for the assignment and its essential logistics is a good start to creating an effective assignment however there are
a few more simple factors to consider in your final design first here are a few things you should do do provide detailin your assignment
description

assignment types examples and writing guide research method Mar 04 2023
assignment is a task given to students by a teacher or professor usually as a means of assessing their understanding and application of
course material assignments can take various forms including essays research papers presentations problem sets lab reports and more

assignment definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 03 2023
the process of giving a particular job or piece of work to someone or of sending someone to a chosen place to do a job assignment of the
various tasks fewer examples it was a plum assignment more of a vacation really he took this award winning photograph while on
assignment in the middle east

assignments the basic law stimmel law Jan 02 2023
an assignment is the transfer of rights held by one party called the assignor to another party called the assignee the legal nature of the
assignment and the contractual terms of the agreement between the parties determines some additional rights and liabilities that
accompany the assignment

assignment definition meaning britannica dictionary Dec 01 2022
assignment meaning 1 a job or duty that is given to someone a task someone is required to do 2 the act of assigning something or
someone such as

assign definition meaning merriam webster Oct 31 2022
assign verb to transfer property to another especially in trust or for the benefit of creditors

assignment noun definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 29 2022
assignment noun əˈsaɪnmənt countable uncountable a task or piece of work that someone is given to do usually as part of their job or
studies you will need to complete three written assignments per semester
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